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The Future of Technology: 
Is AI Coming to Hospitality?

Michael Schubach, CHAE+, CHTP+
Chief Technology Officer

Rosen Hotels & Resorts |  Millennium Technology Group
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Is this 
what we’re 
waiting for?

Will we know it
when we see it?
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What is Artificial Intelligence? 
The theory and development of computer systems able to 

perform tasks that normally require human intelligence, such 
as visual perception, speech recognition, decision making and 

translation between languages.    
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Applied AI
The more common use of AI today; applications that 
are engineered for specific, complex tasks.

Artificial General Intelligence (AGI)

Described as the “holy grail of AI,” an AGI 
system would display general intelligence not 
tied to a specific set of tasks. The system must 
be able to apply what has been learned to 
situations that are significantly different from 
what it has seen before.

Source: William Vorhies, Feb. 23, 2016 

The vocabulary of a rapidly-approaching future
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The vocabulary of a rapidly-approaching future

AI + Robotics 

=  intelligent, autonomous motion

Machine Learning 
(“ML”): 
a system’s ability to learn, 
as distinct from being taught.

Deep Learning 
(“DL”): 
a machine’s ability to refine its 
knowledge based on learning from 
previous errors or miscalculations, 
using feedback loops and “the big 
three” cornerstone capabilities of AI:

• Text Processing – written language

• Image processing – using neural 
network storage

• Natural Language Processing 
(“NLP”) – speech / Chatbot technology
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Plotting AI’s future in two dimensions
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Weak to Strong

• Sentience (capacity for feeling)  
non-aware  subjective awareness

• Agency (free choice)
No Agency           autonomous free choice

Narrow to Broad

• Applied rather than generalized abilities

• Task completion  new skill acquisition

• Pragmatic problem solving 
simulated human reasoning
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Is there even a possibility of ‘Strong AI’? 

No, it’s not possible 
Sentience is an electro-chemical reaction; 
digital electronics and electro-mechanical 
devices are not biochemical.

The process of simulating feelings and responding 
accordingly is called “acting.”

Differentiating options is a mathematical evaluation, 
not an expression of opinion, the machine’s personal 
preference or intuition.  At best, it’s playing the odds.    

Sure, it’s possible
Conventional Wisdom tells us that everything is 
possible given time and money, and the technology 
community is actively devoting plenty of both to 
make Strong AI a reality.

So who’s right?
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Futurist Arthur C. Clarke’s Three Laws 

1. When a distinguished but elderly (scientist) 
states that something is possible, he is almost 
certainly right. When he states that something 
is impossible, he is very probably wrong.

2. The only way of discovering the limits of the 
possible is to venture a little way past them 
into the impossible.

3. Any sufficiently advanced technology is 
indistinguishable from magic.

4. Any sufficiently advanced robotic life form will 
seem indistinguishable from a human being.

Clarke (1917–2008)

Futurist Arthur C. Clarke’s Four Laws 
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Strong AI or not, 
strong opinions differ on the outcome:

AI is probably the most                          
important thing humanity has 
ever worked on. I think of it as 
something more profound than 
electricity or fire.”
Sundar Pichai
CEO, Google

Source: CNN Money 
January 24, 2018

AI is a fundamental, existential 
risk for human civilization and 
I don’t think people fully 
appreciate that.”
Elon Musk 
CEO, Tesla and SpaceX

Source: Nat’l. Governors’ Assn. 
July 15, 2017
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Forget about the rise of the machines:
the real and imminent threat is economic

Currently:

There is no need for 
us to perfect artificial 
sentience, free 
agency or strong AI 
for a machine to 
obsolete human 
workers.  

First to go:

The lower paid 
transportation and 
logistics workers, 
along with service 
personnel and those 
who work in 
dangerous job 
categories.

Next:  

Their managers and 
schedulers 

Then: 

highly paid 
professions that use 
more advanced skill 
sets

Finally:

AI is forecasted to 
replace up to 60% 
of the workforce 
before “Gen Z’s” 
children graduate 
college.
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Is society preparing for AI’s impact?

In the United States alone 83%
of the jobs paying less than $20 

per hour will be subject to 
automation or replacement.

9% – 47% of jobs could 
be made irrelevant due 

to technological change, with 
the worst threats falling among 

the less educated.

2.2 – 3.1 million car, bus and 
truck driving jobs will be 

eliminated by the advent of 
self-driving vehicles.
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Source: Executive Office of the President of the United States; Artificial Intelligence, 
Automation, and the Economy; December 2016
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What are you doing to 
prepare your children for a 

world with an unemployment 
rate of 60%... 

… particularly when 
compared to the height of the 
Great Depression (1930-32), 
when the US unemployment 
rate was approximately 30%?

Advanced AI/Robotics beg the question:
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Toward A Jobless Society:
Establishing the Workers’ Paradise?

• We are now designing, testing and manufacturing our next generation’s 
competition for jobs and wages (and the world’s newest underclass).   

• Millennials and their children will witness the end of many (probably most
all) jobs in transportation, logistics and delivery.

• Followed rapidly by many service jobs (particularly in hospitality), as 
well as a wide variety of manual, repetitive and dangerous occupations.  

• Those jobs will join the ranks of whalers, buttonhook makers, itinerant 
tinkers and pony express riders.

• America seems to want to be great again but it won’t succeed by trying to 
revive 19th and 20th century constructs and preserve outmoded jobs.

• Doom and gloom?  Not necessarily.  
An era of major social reinvention?  Absolutely. 
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So, is AI coming to Hospitality?

That’s the wrong question.

“When is AI coming to hospitality?”

“What will AI do when it gets here?” 
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When is  AI coming to hospitality?

How’s tomorrow?
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What will AI for Hospitality do?

One potential answer is a room service delivery “Botlr” that 
Japanese manufacturer Savioke unveiled at HITEC 2015.  
Other labor saving (replacing) devices are being developed 
for delivery.

Another possibility is that AI will be a viable force in 
expanding experiential travel, planning and delivering 
tailored services and opportunities you may not even realize 
you want or need.
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What Future Do Real Futurists See? 

We are at the most dangerous moment in 
the development of humanity…” and “the 
rise of artificial intelligence is likely to 
extend the destruction deep into the middle 
classes, with only the most caring, creative 
or supervisory roles remaining.”

-- Stephen Hawking

From “Silicon Valley is right – our jobs are already disappearing” 
Linked-In, February 7, 2017

Hawking (1942–2018)
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What Do I See?

“Your grandparents 
had more in 

common with the 
ancient Egyptians 
than you have in 

common with your 
grandparents.”

Given the current 
velocity of change, 

this will likely be true 
once again of 

Millennials and their 
grandchildren.

Are you up for being an Ancient Egyptian?From Great Ages of Man: Ancient Egypt 
Lionel Casson, Ph.D., 1983
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Thank You!Questions?
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